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The Politics of Crime
By Rev. Donald L. Perryman, D.Min.
The Truth Contributor

Many of today’s problems in the inner-city crime, dissolution of family, welfare – are fundamentally a consequence of the disappearance of work.

- William Julius Wilson

Violent crime has emerged as the essential theme of Toledo’s current
mayoral campaign. Homicides are at record levels, and violent crime has
                  al candidates Jan Scotland and Carty Finkbeiner to challenge incumbent
Mayor Wade Kapszukiewicz.
A central feature of the Scotland campaign strongly denounces the proponents of de-policing policies such as defunding the police.
Finkbeiner has criticized the City’s Safety leadership, including the Police Chief and Safety Director while promoting golden oldies methods such
as partnerships between State, Local and Federal crime enforcement, gun
buy-backs, curfews, and stepped-up targeted urban patrols. The three-time
former Mayor has also blamed the rise in violent crime on other worn-out
         

We are running out of time. What can we do?
The mayoral candidates’ solutions look at symptoms rather than root
causes of the crime problem.
Even a casual student knows that gun violence is the visible manifesta   "      ) 
              
they demonstrate.
   *          
  + 7<       terproductive responses from those that are frustrated, sad, depressed, and
"         ' ) 
=>@Q       *          

        
Currently, our community is also still feeling the brunt of COVID, which
  $        
And, notably, despite the challengers’ use of racial stereotypes in politi                upon those simultaneously trying to survive continuing community trau            - matization. So, the resulting increase in gun violence is not surprising.
hoods, tired of record homicides and other violence, prefer more rather
Toledo’s voters want to see a clear plan that goes after the root cause
than less policing.
of gun violence. However, unfortunately, no candidates are talking about
swiftly addressing generational poverty. Nor are they proposing tearing
down the Cherrywood projects, for instance, and providing better housing
Kapszukiewicz’s Dilemma
 )X  
One only has to look to the recent New York City mayoral primary, where
former policeman and outspoken defund-the-police critic Eric Adams deLet’s provide permanent living wage jobs for teens and young adults.
feated other Democratic Party progressives such as Maya Wiley, Kathryn
! "#    $     Let’s pass over paving roads this go round and fund black businesses and
liberals, Adams was the only candidate to carry most predominately black              
districts.
      " $    
is economic inclusion, equity, and dignity.
Certainly, Toledo is no New York City. Still, many of the policies supported by progressives like Kapszukiewicz are rejected by African AmeriIt’s branch and root time for the mayoral candidates. Those that look at
cans and people of color when it comes to policing.
the leaves on the trees are missing the root and branches problem. We shall
see which mayoral candidate can see the whole picture.
Can Kapszukiewicz Win Without Black Support?
While crime dominates the political conversation, rather than push back
Contact Rev. Donald Perryman, PhD, at drdlperryman@centerofhopeon his supporters in the white community, where stop and frisk policies
baptist.org
aren’t an issue, the incumbent Mayor’s response to the crime problem has
been low-key. Instead, quietly, Kapszukiewicz began to tackle violence
as a public health problem and other new progressive safe-city models in
2020 that achieve results over time.

Community Calendar

%  '  as a national problem that every big city in this
country is facing, and it’s something that cannot be solved overnight, and
          '   

Kapszukiewicz recently hired ex-professional athlete Jojuan Armour to
head the Mayor’s Initiative to Reduce Gun Violence. This program utilizes
     (   $       
to the police level.
Yet, inner-city residents feel that other City strategies like raiding afterhour joints are ineffective. They also think that arresting outspoken critics
             ing is misguided. On top of that, the police harassment of a vocal activist
while bar-b-queing and having a glass of wine behind the Jamaican club at
Upton and Bancroft was another insult.

August 8
Back Pack Event: Noon to 3 pm; Wilson Park; Back pack giveaway – with supplies; Free food; North End Community Committee
Autism & Mental Health 5K Walk/Run: 8 am; Ottawa Park; Sponsored by Rainbow Homes: 419-349-2664
August 12
64th Annual Convention: The True Church of God of the Apostolic Faith;
August 12-14; Nightly services at 6:30 pm; Sunday at 10 am; 301 Collingwood:
419-243-1815
August 14
United Vision Baptist Church Community Day 2021: 9 am to 4 pm; Wilson
Park; School supplies, DJ prizes; games, bouncy houses, VACCINES, vendors,
yard sale, food: 419-356-9481
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Dear Dr. Postel:
I write to express my appreciation and that of Teresa M. Gabriel, who accompanied me for the opportunity to meet Dr. Willie McKether, Vice President for Diversity and Equity and Vice Provost and you even though the
content of the meeting neither what was agreed nor productive in addressing
the concerns for the meeting. At your request, I agreed to meet to discuss
the pervasive racial discrimination and hostile workplace environment experienced by present and former African American employees. The prepared
agenda, which you would not discuss was to address the discrimination actually being experienced, much of which is documented no matter how viewed.
You were clearly unwilling and unprepared to confront these issues except in
a few minor areas. And even in those areas addressed, there was no substance
to your reports and comments; they were disappointing and non-relevant to
                 
currently being investigated by the Ohio Civil Rights Commission (OCRC)
and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC).

versity. Had that been known before the meeting, I would not have accepted
the invitation to meet. I was crystal clear before the meeting that I would
attend the meeting only if the meeting agreed to would include substantive
measures to be discussed at the meeting. Otherwise, the meeting would be,
as it turned to be, a waste of time, especially mine.

Please know and understand that I will expose locally and nationally the
University of Toledo Administration and Board Trustees, all of whom are
_  +                
within the institution. From my point of view and the facts garnered the
university has turned a deaf ear to listening to comments and correcting behaviors about racial discrimination. The racial discrimination and hostile
workplace environment are real and should not and will not be ignored. I
wanted to be cooperative to the extent possible in working with you and your
administration in eradicating intentional and unintentional racial discrimination. My efforts appear to be ignored. And my presence was sought for no
I brought to your and Dr. McKether attention that we have been informed other than pandering and placating.
by present and former African American employees that the University of
               Accordingly, among several planned activities, it will be my intentions to
      '    - contact the appropriate federal agencies about federal monies received and to
fessional experiences before and during my employment at the University provide evidence of the university’s non-compliance with federal guidelines.
of Toledo and my understanding of the duties and responsibilities especially I will be seeking a show cause determination against the university. What is
     \ ]X "  "  - more, I will make sure through the media that the local and national comceiving federal funding. The University of Toledo is not in compliance with munity knows of the university’s pervasive racial discrimination and hosFederal guideline, rules, regulations, and laws.
tile workplace environment used against former and present employees who
have been and continuing to be ignored. Placation by the university adminWhen we, Ms. Gabriel and I, were handed a package of materials which istration and trustees is not an option of help for those negatively affected.
was represented to consist of faculty, staff, activities, and most important
 (                  If you decide you want to have a sincere discussing concerning immediate
of minorities at and by the university, instead the actual content was nothing positive steps to be taken by the university to address its problems despite
more than a paucity number of African American faculty and staff and cer- your initial rebuke, I remain open to such discussions. I have been and will
           - continue to be clear about my agenda and goals; I expect the same from you.
    ^         Again, to be clear, how we proceed is up to you.
and are now in our possession, did not even represent meaningfully the plight
of African Americans in positions at the university, for evidence in any way
Sincerely,
the university is even marginally in compliance with federal requirements
and guidelines required as a condition of the university being a recipient of
Earl Murry, Ph.D.
government contracts containing millions of dollars. Notwithstanding that
earlmurry@sbcglobal.net
a room or door or both at the university was recently named in honor of a
 "  " \
 '   cantly respected, such an iconic deed was not connected to the purpose for
Cc: Teresa M. Gabriel
the scheduled meeting between us. The honor doesn’t memorialize that he
Dr. Willie McKether
was African American.
Because you refused to discuss a resolution or even suggest steps to be taken or a process for making progress in addressing these issues, by claiming
personnel matters cannot be discussed in terms of how and by what means
the discrimination charges can be resolved amicably, you deceived me into
           
            -

/RDQVIRUHYHU\QHHG
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TARTA Makes History By Submitting Levy
Proposal to Board of Elections
Special to The Truth
After years of work, the issue of giving Lucas County the modern public
transportation system it deserves is one step closer to going before the voters.
Toledo Area Regional Transit Authority (TARTA) CEO Kim Dunham and
Board of Directors President Kelsie Hoagland submitted levy documents to
the Lucas County Board of Elections Wednesday, June 28. The levy set to appear on the fall ballot would repeal TARTA’s current local property taxes and
replace them with a sales tax, allowing TARTA to grow its coverage area and
greatly modernize its service.
              {{  
attempts to get the sales tax levy on the ballot,” Dunham said after submitting
the paperwork. “In terms of economic development and workforce development, a robust public transportation system has always been important.
“So many people worked so hard to get to this point, and this is going to be
an opportunity for the democratic process to play out in our community.”
Members of TARTA leadership, community leaders and supporters marked
the occasion by traveling on the Route 20 bus from TARTA’s Central Avenue
headquarters to the downtown Transit Hub before a walk to the Board of Elec-

    |!     
TARTA is the last large transit system in Ohio whose funding comes from
property taxes rather than sales taxes. Changing that is the key to modernizing public transportation in the area and expanding services to better serve
the people and businesses of Lucas County and the City of Rossford in Wood
County.
“We’re excited to proceed with getting this important resolution on the ballot,
and we’re looking forward to bringing this issue to the voters,” Hoagland said.
“For existing member communities this is a deduction in property taxes, but for
communities that are not served or underserved, this really has the potential to
revolutionize our service and bring them something extremely valuable.”
TARTA provides a link in the Toledo metro area to jobs, education, health care
and other destinations. It enables everyone in our community to have access to
transportation regardless of their age, race, physical ability or economic background. TARTA is underway with exploring and introducing new initiatives and
service options that will enhance convenience and customer experience while
moving our region into the future of public transit.

Congressional Black Caucus Statement Calling
on Biden Administration to Extend Eviction
Moratorium
Due to Republican Obstruction, Thousands of Families and Children Now at Risk of Eviction
Special to The Truth
Congressional Black Caucus (CBC) Chair Joyce Beatty issued this statement calling upon the Biden Administration to use all of its available re-

sources to, at a minimum, extend the eviction moratorium through October
18, 2021:
“On Thursday, the President asked Congress to pass an extension of the
eviction moratorium but due to the obstructionism by House Republicans,
we will not be able to extend the moratorium.
“The eviction moratorium ended yesterday, and this means that thousands
of Black families and children could lose the roof over their heads at a time
when the deadly pandemic is surging once again, and their lives are in disorder due to the pandemic. Throughout the last 48 hours, the CBC has been
    }  ~ ~      
extend the moratorium on evictions.
“With billions of dollars in emergency rental assistance that Congress
provided still not distributed to renters and landlords, an extension of the
moratorium until the end of the year would have given support and reprieve
to families struggling to make ends meet and teetering on the brink of homelessness. The CBC believes that ensuring families have the relief they need
... continued on page 10
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Meeting on Gun Violence Examines Root
Causes
Sojourner’s Truth Staff
A group of concerned citizens gathered at the Kent Branch Library this
past Monday evening to probe the issue of gun violence in Toledo and they
all seemed to agree on at least one important point: children do not grow up
in a vacuum.
 $         
                

   $               
      
and social media.
“What kids are seeing in their own community plays a role in what they
 " ]    }    
        
|        7+  
  *         ' ) 
    <       
      
            $  
          _ 
+
+   
= _  |  ~ ^         
munity plays such a key role in shaping the character of those in that com
munity.
#          
such role models in many neighborhoods. “The environment leads to homi

                    
}    

         $ 
ticularly upon those most vulnerable because they might lack the proper
        
^     
pact of drugs and movies.
+         
         {      
even now been unable to cope with. Those two events – the movie Colors
and the crack cocaine epidemic.
    ^        
     \   # < '  
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A Grant up to $1,500 towards your
Mortgage Closing Costs!1
DO YOU QUALIFY?
• Purchase of a primary residence located within State Bank’s lending area2
• Must meet borrower or geography low- to moderate-income eligibility requirements3
• A signed purchase agreement must be presented to reserve funds

State Bank CARE Grant funds are limited, so APPLY TODAY.

YourStateBank.com

1900 Monroe Street, Suite 108
Toledo, OH 43604
419.508.0806

930 W. Market Street
Lima, OH 45805
419.228.3361

Program subject to change with or without notice. Other restrictions
may apply. Please see lender for complete details. Subject to credit approval.
1
Actual amount applied at closing.
2
Property must be located within one of the following counties: Allen Ohio, Allen Indiana,
Defiance, Delaware, Franklin, Hancock, Lucas, Madison, Union, Williams, or Wood.
3
Borrower income must be below 80% of the area median income, or property must be located
in a low- to moderate-income census tract, as updated annually by the FFIEC (Federal Financial
Institutions Examination Council).

users of such insults.
}         $   
ferent types of entertainment.
Another subject that was mentioned frequently was that of accountability.
#       ^      
subject of how necessary it was for those in the community to report offenses
   !   )       
  
^   *          
citizens do not recognize the importance of reporting crimes due to their
           
+      (      
into the community.
“Judges have to be held accountable when they let someone out to repeat
   
+          +
{           
      {  
  {         { 
homicides having been recorded by the end of July.
         _ _ +  \
  "     !      
meeting. Neither appeared.

Councilwoman Vanice Williams

Larry Sykes
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August is Bustling with Activity at Toledo’s
Science Center
+        '   +          
              
   *   
Jeep Fest Kid’s Zone - August 7-8
%  =   )       
 '  +          
= ) = _        
      ^      *  
              
   
WHEN:
Saturday 10am-5pm,


+       {
Sunday 10am-2pm
+       {{
WHERE:  = _*  '  +   


{\ }  |~
Shark Week - August 10-15
+          
           
       '  +   
      
]   *  '  +   + _Q 
      ! }  + \ 
+ }       ' ) 
            
          * 
     
The Shark Pass is $15 for members and $20 for non-members. Science
Center admission is not included.

#                
   
August Tinkering - Toledo Speaks! A Community Mural Project - All
Month
7       '  +       
! %} (          
          "       
  '\]"7   X  
'  +      *        
         
}    '  +      
                
       < +  
]      ! %}'       
               
          
  
 ! %}      
{       ^%    
  '               
   )     }     
     "         
"    {+  
         
WHAT:
Media Opportunity – Toledo Speaks!
WHEN:
Thursday, August 5 at 1pm
WHERE:
Tinkering Space at Imagination Station
NOW OPEN: Math Moves!
' )   $*         '   +    ^  ^ 
      
... continued on page 13

2146 Bishop Eli Berry Williams Way
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Leading Causes of Death and Greater
COVID-19 Impact on Black Men in the U.S.
By Judy Seals-Togbo. MPH, Program Director
Amber Schaffer – Research Associate at Men’s Health Network
Melissa Barlow – Public Policy Associate at Men’s Health Network
As life starts to return to a “new” normal from the COVID-19 pandemic, we
are slowly coming to a point where the number of COVID-19 cases are decreasing. More and more individuals are able to receive the COVID-19 vaccine in the
U.S.
Over the course of the pandemic, we have seen COVID-19 take the lives of
family members, friends, colleagues, and loved ones. According to the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), as of July 9, 2021, a total of 2,297,764
people have been hospitalized in the U.S. due to COVID-19 and 33,604,986
people have reported having COVID-19. Not only has the pandemic changed
our lives on a personal, social, and emotional level, but it has also affected the
death rates in the U.S. Over the past 18 months, we have witnessed the leading
causes of death shift throughout the U.S.
Health System Tracker points out that as of January of this year, COVID-19
had surpassed both heart disease and cancer to become the leading cause of
death. The article explains that COVID-19 has since dropped to seventh place in
the top ten leading causes of death (June 2021). The top three leading causes of
death for men in the U.S. are now heart disease, cancer, and unintentional injury.
Although COVID has taken the lives of many, as of June 2020, 57% of COVID-19 deaths have been men according to the CDC. Records also show 34%
of COVID-19 deaths were non-Hispanic Black people. So why has COVID-19
had a greater impact on men and on African American men?
Experts have theorized that the reason more men have died due to COVID-19
is because of men’s approach to their personal health. Most men are not as proactive about their health as women. Compared to women, men are less likely
to schedule annual visits with a primary healthcare provider. Furthermore, men
prioritize their health less than women do. Men are more likely to have weaker

GUARANTEED

Life Insurance

up to $15,000.00

adaptive immune systems and preexisting health conditions, such as obesity and
diabetes, which are likely to increase chances of dying from COVID-19, according to the CDC.
Pre-existing conditions and other factors come from certain health behaviors
that are prominently linked to men and Black men. According to the CDC, men
have higher rates of tobacco and alcohol use than women. Additionally, women
are more likely than men to practice good COVID-19 health behaviors such as
hand-washing, wearing a mask, and social distancing. Each of these factors have
played a role in the increased death rate of men due to the COVID-19 pandemic
in the U.S.
Black men and Black Americans are more susceptible to COVID-19 because
they likely to have existing chronic conditions such as, diabetes, heart disease,
and lung disease, according to CNN. Many Black Americans have less access to
             
receive proper COVID-19 treatments or testing. Due to COVID-19, the Black
population has also suffered greatly from job loss. Lastly, CNN reports that many
members of the Black community are more likely to live in higher density areas,
which can cause COVID-19 to spread more quickly. Each of these situations had
increased the COVID-19 death rate among Black men and Black Americans.
While vaccines are now available, COVID-19 vaccination rates in men lag
slightly behind that for women. And, the Kaiser Family Foundation reports
... continued on page 10

DENTAL Insurance

Cash to help
pay your
funeral,
medical bills
or other ﬁnal
expenses.

Medicare does not cover dental care1. That means if you need dental
work done, it can cost you hundreds or even thousands of dollars out
of your own pocket.
Get Dental Insurance from Physicians Mutual Insurance Company.
It helps cover over 350 procedures — from cleanings and fillings to
crowns and dentures.
• See any dentist you want, but save more with one in our network
• No deductible, no annual maximum
• Immediate coverage for preventive care

Modiﬁed Whole Life Insurance from Physicians Life Insurance Company

Call to get your FREE Information Kit

• Guaranteed acceptance ages 45 to 85*
• No medical exam, no health questions

1-844-334-8627

dental50plus.com/truth

• Lock in your rate for life
Call for your FREE Information Kit

1-855-961-2209
or go to life55plus.info/truth

f Plus — you’ll also get a FREE
Final Wishes Planner!

*Ages may vary by state. Guaranteed for one of these life insurance policies.
6236 Beneﬁts reduced ﬁrst two years. Insurance Policy L770 (ID: L770ID; OK: L770OK; TN: L770TN).

1

“Medicare & You,” Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, 2020
Includes the Participating (in GA: Designated) Providers and Preventive Beneﬁts Rider. Product not available in all states.
Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance policy/certiﬁcate of this type. Contact us for complete details about this insurance
solicitation. This speciﬁc offer is not available in CO, LA, NY; call 1-800-969-4781 or respond for similar offer. Certiﬁcate C250A (ID:
C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA; NY: P150NY; OK: P150OK; TN: P150TN); Rider kinds B438/B439 (GA: B439B).

6255
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The Seventh Annual Naturalista PhotoShoot
– Natural Women . . . Elegant in Style
By Carla Thomas
The Truth Contributor
Now entering our seventh year, the Naturalista Photoshoot is a muchanticipated event where we set time aside to highlight African-American
women and girls, who proudly embrace the natural hairstyle.
*         
hair in whatever style they choose: braids, locs, twists, afro or the much-

needed protection of natural styled wigs . . . all expressions are accepted
in this space.
Taking inspiration from magazine covers such as Vogue and Vanity Fair,
this year’s concept transports the women from their everyday environments of work, family and business, and presents them in a stylistic layout
showcasing their uniqueness in hair and fashion through a media channel
... continued on page 9

Left to right - Richelle Watkins, Sandra Gill, Sheila Fleming, Kim Sutton

Left to right -LaRhonda McCoy, Megan Yasu Davis, Erika White, Joetta
Staples-Kynard

2021 TRIENNIAL UPDATE
ON ALL PROPERTIES IN LUCAS COUNTY
 

     

Check your property information:
icare.co.lucas.oh.us
Schedule and attend a property review meeting:

Tri@co.lucas.oh.us
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(419) 213-4406
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A

LucasCountyTri.as.me
Review your value and data over the phone:
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Naturalista Photoshoot... continued from page 8
that celebrates the melanated beauties they are.
Traditionally, there is no cost associated with participation. However,
this year I decided to use the CYT Images, Naturalista Photoshoot as an
opportunity to “give back” by supporting a local, African American, non       X{    
    
 !  !    
Michelle McCaster.
"      =    !   !     
                    
  |~'! }  
       |           

Left to right - Nicole Williams, Jessica Williams,
Darlene Whitehead, Carolyn Rankin
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  }            
           munity.”
 {          
The purpose of the Naturalista Photoshoot remains the same year after
year and that is to celebrate African-American women and their choice to
wear their hair natural, despite it being deemed unacceptable in certain
societal circles or not measuring up to society’s standard of beauty.
Represented in each image, are the young, the mature, varying skin
tones, hair textures and body types yet all have come together to make up
one powerful image of elegance and style.
}  )         
. . . and calling it beautiful.

Left to right- Oleen Clinton, Nikki Burr, Corryn
Leonard, Terrie Cook

Seated - Toni Battles, Linda Sanders, Patrice McClellan
Back row - Donnetta Carter, Cassidy McClellan

Open for
emergencies
OPEN FOR YOU
From heart attacks,
to strokes, to breaks
and sprains, we are open
for immediate care.

A Strong Start for Your
4-Year-Old Starts Now
Give your 4-year-old the strong start they need to succeed—
in kindergarten and beyond. HOPE Toledo Pre-K has partnered

       
      
     
   
     
It’s accessible…     
!
"#
$         
It’s available…  %&'() * +st* 
, /&,0       

utmc.utoledo.edu

UTMC 1587 Print_TheTruth_ChestPain_5x8.indd 1

2/12/21 1:13 PM

Learn More
and Enroll Today at HopeToledoPreK.com
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National Peach Month
By Patrice Powers-Boothe, OSU Extension Lucas County
The Truth Contributor
August has been known as National Peach Month
since 1982. This is the month of peak-time for fresh
peaches in Ohio. In Ohio, it is possible to grow your
own peach tree, although one challenge is if we
have a late freeze at the end of winter – peach trees
are sensitive to the cold, especially if they have already bloomed. Georgia is affectionately known as
the Peach State, but California, South Carolina and
New Jersey also produce large amounts of peaches.
Fresh peaches provide some vitamins A and C
        }   
beats a fresh, in-season peach, the following recipes
could use canned or frozen (and thawed) peaches.
}     (     
many ways. The following peach recipes can be
adults and are child friendly and simple to make.
Chamomile Peach Tea from Chop Chop Magazine
INGREDIENTS:
• 6 chamomile tea bags
 (   
• 1.5 tablespoons honey
• 1 very ripe peach, pitted and chopped
• Ice cubes, for serving
INSTRUCTIONS:
Put the tea bags in the pitcher, add the boiling
water, and let steep until the water is cool enough to
touch, about 15 minutes. Use the spoon to remove
the tea bags. Throw away or compost the tea bags.
Put two cups of the cooled tea, the honey, chopped
peach, and a pinch of salt in the blender. Put the
top on tightly. Turn the blender to medium to start
   "(     
and blend until the peach is fully pureed into the
tea, 30 to 60 seconds. Add the remaining two cups
cooled tea and blend again. If you like, pour the

mixture through the strainer to remove the little bits
of peach skin.
Pour the tea into the glasses, add some ice cubes,
and serve right away. Or cover and refrigerate up to
24 hours. Stir well before serving.
Cider Peach Chicken from Dole, Serves four
INGREDIENTS:
1 medium onion, thinly sliced, about 2 cups
2 cloves garlic, minced
4 boneless, skinless chicken breast halves, about
1 1/2lb.
2 can (15oz.each) sliced peaches, lite. drained
1½ tsps. chopped fresh rosemary (or 1/2 tsp. dried
rosemary, crushed)
2 Tbsps. cider vinegar
{ $   
INSTRUCTIONS:
Heat a large skillet over medium-high heat; spray
with non-stick cooking spray. Cook onion 4 minutes or until golden brown; stir in garlic and cook
15 seconds, stirring constantly.
Push onion to one side of skillet and add chicken;
cook 2 minutes, then turn chicken. Arrange onion
around chicken and top with peach slices. Sprinkle
with rosemary; cover, reduce to medium-low and
cook 5 minutes. Turn chicken and season lightly
with salt, if desired, and cook 5 to 6 minutes or until
chicken is 165 degrees Fahrenheit inside.
Remove chicken and cover to keep warm. Gen $  ¡
into peach mixture. Increase heat to medium-high;
bring to a boil and cook 2 to 3 minutes or until most
of the liquid has evaporated.
Spoon equal amounts of peach mixture over
chicken breasts. Serve with rice, if desired.

Cucumber Peach Salad from Chop Chop Magazine
INGREDIENTS:
2 ripe peaches, pitted and diced
1 English cucumber (long ones), diced
1 tablespoon olive oil
{       ( 
1/2 teaspoon salt
INSTRUCTIONS: Put all the ingredients in the
bowl and stir gently. Serve right away or cover and
refrigerate up to overnight.
GET CREATIVE:
For an herby salad: Add 2 tablespoons chopped
fresh cilantro, mint, parsley, or basil leaves.
For a spicy salad or salsa: Add 1 or 2 seeded and
 ( 
2021 Metro Beet Urban Community Garden and
Farm Tour. This year, the following organizations
have partnered to host urban farm and community
garden “open houses” , in the Toledo area, once
a month during the growing season: CSU Extension, 577 Foundation, Moe Urban Farm, OSU
]*    !%|}+  
gardens have been on the tour in June and July
and will continue for August and September. In
addition, other sites have been added each month.
"            
August is not yet published but mark your calendar and check out your favorite sites on Friday
August 13 from 5-8 p.m. and Saturday August 14
from 10 a.m. – 2 p.m.. You visit the sites you’d
like during the hours of the garden tour. Metro
Beet is on Facebook and Instagram. I can’t promise that they have any peach trees, but it is amazing to see all the different plants, gardens, garden
art and people who are growing in our area!

Leading Cause of Death... continued from page 7

            $  
much higher rates than men.
The reasons men continue to be reluctant to be vac        
severe illness and death in men is complex, multifaceted and still poorly understood. However, most
health experts believe that part of the reason men,
particularly younger men, do not get vaccinated is
because of the overall lower levels of health service
use by men than women. Part of the reason is also
in the stigma men often wrongfully associate with
seeking healthcare, that using health services some-

how takes away from their sense of self-reliance,
      
}           
by the pandemic, both emotionally and physically.
Men’s Health Network (MHN) celebrated Men’s
Health Month this June to encourage men to improve
their health, especially when it comes to COVID-19.
Men’s Health Network invites you to continue
raising awareness about Men’s Health and the COV'\{ }       
to improve the well-being of all men, boys, and their
families.

“The virus is still a threat, and the moratorium
must be extended, and the funds Congress allocated to assist renters and landlords must be
spent. An extension of the moratorium is based
on public health and the delta variant. It will also
give more time to allow the money that Congress

   $ 
}       \  
to work with Congress to ensure that funds already transferred to states and communities can
be more effectively distributed to renters and
landlords.”

that the highest vaccination rates are among Asians
(62%), with whites (47%), Hispanics (39%) and
blacks (34%) following in that order.
}      
and early on in the national vaccination campaign
the gap between men and women was substantial,
but now the gap has dwindled with women receiving
about 53.5 percent of vaccines.The fact that women
continue to trend in vaccine acceptance is not surprising as national data shows that women tend to
Black Caucus... continued from page 4
is a national emergency and moral imperative to
prevent people from being put out on the street.

Welcome Home to Sylvan Lakes Apartments!
O

ur elegant apartments feature
spacious bedrooms with ample
storage, high ceilings and
breath-taking views! Stop in
today to see our beautifully
landscaped grounds, resort-like
swimming pool and clubhouse
with its fully-equipped fitness
center. Located just west of
King road off of Sylvania Ave.
4045 A Langston Place, Sylvania, Ohio 43560
P: 419-842-8480 E: investekmanagement.com
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A Mental Health Moment

Suicide by Cop – A Mental Health Crisis
By Bernadette Joy Graham, MA, LPC, NCC, Licensed Mental Health Therapist
The Truth Contributor
According to the National Center of Health Statistics there has been a 33 percent increase in rates of
suicide by cop just from 1997 – 2017. Since the COVID-19 pandemic, rates of suicide overall have exponentially increased. For many individuals, completed
suicide as well as suicide attempts may seem ridiculous and unfathomable. Yes, life can be challenging on
any given day but for other individuals who struggle
with emotional and mental instability or experience an
extreme life event it can feel as if life just is not worth living.
'    suicide by cop while in graduate school studying
to become a mental health therapist over 20 years ago. This is not a new
phenomenon and has been happening across all races, ages and geographical locations. Suicide is taken very seriously by mental health providers
and is asked upon assessments and explored if an individual has a family
history of suicide or even verbalizes phrases such as “sometimes I just
don’t want to be here, or I have no reasons to live.”
Recently, in July of this year in Toledo, 50-year- old Michael Clifton
                   
        ^   +        
               
de-escalate the situation. Clifton, a Michigan native, reported by various
local news media had recently lost his son this past March, was a husband
and father to a 10-year-old daughter. His wife reported to media that he
had been struggling with mental health issues after the death of his son
and was admitted to St. Charles Hospital and later released.
This one isolated and unfortunate event has ended a man’s life and left
a widowed wife, fatherless daughter and a loss to many friends and family. This event has also affected the lives of law enforcement who had to
                        
do…keep the public safe.
With any suicide, we all ask what could have been done differently
to have prevented this incident. What I did learn during my graduate
education about suicide is never underestimate anyone’s intent to harm
themselves as sometimes the happiest people we know end their lives,
and just because someone says “yes I’m okay” is not a sure call to check
that box of no intent to harm. Also, while we may want to blame someone
or something like lack of care or who dropped the ball, it will not change
the course of history.
Take a mental health moment……really take one for yourself, friends
and loved one’s. The mental health care system is not perfect, law enforcement is not perfect there is more to learn and protocols to change but
until we are all honest about our mental health, suicide statistics both self$           
needed help. People in crisis don’t stop feeling unstable at 4 or 5 p.m. to
be told call back tomorrow or we cannot see your for at least six months.
A permanent solution to a temporary problem is not the answer and
while losing a child is permanent or anyone for that matter, the pain and
emotional turmoil can be handled. If you have thoughts or feelings of
suicide or have a loved one struggling, remove any weapons from the
home or their possession even with the help of law enforcement. Go

to the nearest emergency room, call 911, utilize suicide apps or phone
numbers.
First and foremost, if you or a loved one is struggling today, without
any help it will only escalate from bad to worse. Prevention is much
more viable than intervention. None of us are exempt from life chal+        (   
At the age of 14, my mother died suddenly in her sleep from heart failure,
I wanted to die and even had a plan. By the grace of God, I made a vow
that I would dedicate my life to helping others who felt that relentless
pain of losing a loved one. Use your pain to lessen that of others, that I
did not learn in graduate school, I learned it through a personal and unfortunate life challenge….sometimes they do serve a purpose, mine allowed
 
Rest in Peace Mr. Clifton….. “The reality is that you will grieve forever.
You will not get over the loss of a loved one; you will learn to live with
it. You will heal and you will rebuild yourself around the loss you have
suffered. You will be whole again but you will never be the same. Nor
should you be the same nor would you want to….Elisabeth Kubler-Ross
Suicide help: National Suicide Prevention Lifeline (24 hrs) 800-2738255 (they even have a chat) www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org
Suicide Apps – Suicide Safety Plan
Stay Alive
Suicide Safe by SAMHSA
MY3
Bernadette Graham is a Licensed Professional Mental Health Coun
                             
weight loss, smoking and other behavior changes. Provide feedback or
reach out at graham.bernadette@gmail.com For appointment information please call 419.409.4929 (Telehealth is available for ongoing
and new clients at this time as well as in person appointments available
     "    # %     &'*' % +/  
Suite 300 Toledo, OH 43606 www.bjgrahamcounseling.org
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Your Wellness Starts Here
By Pierrette “Petee” Talley, Convener/President
Ohio Coalition on Black Civic Participation, Ohio Unity Coalition
And Amber L. Currie, MPH, CHES
Hospital Anti-Racism Project Coordinator
www.ohiounitycoalition.org
Last year, racism was the news cover story for most of
the summer following the death of George Floyd who became yet another black man killed at the hands of police of        |VID-19 pandemic raged and claimed the lives of hundreds
       < " 
What followed were cities, counties, local governments,
public health and educational entities making declarations
                   cess that affords people and institutions the opportunity to
Petee Talley
explore and acknowledge their own explicit and implicit
*   
"        ~   
like all institutions that developed in a racist culture, must address not just the
diversity of staff at all levels, but the implicit biases of personnel and medical
professionals and the policies and practices that perpetuate, reinforce and am          *  -

         

                gage the Afri "   "        
include collaboration with ground level, African-American community members and other people of color to design and implement antiracist initiatives
             
 |             
      *           
             
collaboration that engages African Americans and other communities of color,
which we believe will lead to more impactful solutions that will create greater
 X     
Very preliminary results of the survey reveal that more than half of the people
who’ve taken the survey have indicated their experience with discrimination in
         "   '            
"]~]+%]#    %     
    _+¤7

Dear Ryan
By Ryan Rollison
The Truth Contributor
\%
I am trying to get in shape for my wedding coming up at the
 | '        
time I have to say I do! I have a few women in my bridal
         = ' 
   )        
of time, what’s the best way to do it and do you give any
specials to a group of people?
  

\ " 
       '     
   | +
      
loss per week      
I want you to be aware that if you are weight training, which you should
             %  
     "     
          # 
losing body fat but by weight training you will be replacing it with dense
  
  '   !       
   |~]+"7]#    
going to be key in your success or failure and your meals should not con             ¡
%   (   
your calories earlier in the day or as needed per your activity for work and
* 
]     "    
               
      \ )       ^ 
           
     
#           
    (       ¡  
       *      
 )   
As far as deals go, I will give you a price break if you come in with a
    '       
than two people at a time because it takes away from the attention that I
    "         
group I do Dream< = '    ' 
them at the parks in the summer, at the Judan Judo club in the winter or if
       =       
  
    '     
7]"+~#|%~]%|
%%  
Dream Bodies
{
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Walls: A Novel by L.M. Elliott
By Terri Schlichenmeyer
The Truth Contributor
Hold on.
c.2021
Get a good grip on that climbing system
Algonquin
 )   ~  
$19.95 / higher in Canada
swing your legs and catch your feet on the
352 pages
next climbing hold so you can pull your '       
you but that’s no fun! You want to conquer
    Walls by L.M. Elliott, be careful
where you step.
"            \ ^ ^    
 
  )  "       )* 
      < *   \
                \ )  
! )     
<     ) 
It was 1960; Cold War tensions between the Americans and the Russians
  <!      
' )    \)           
   ] +   ^  
   \        \     ^ 
%  
\)   ) ! \          ^    ]  <     
\) 
#  ^ ^   \  
        ^        
        %  ¡ 
( "    ¡~  "    
  \ ^ )  
he was usually able to defuse tense situations when the Russian police were

around.
And then the barbed wire rolled out and The Wall went up...
'} 
" 7^]         ality for young readers through a series of drawings and pictures of real
                 
                    
them that what they’re about to read is built around history. It helps them
to keep in mind the world as it was when the wall went up.
Kids who needs such reminders will be glad they’re there: the history
          
  _  
                  ¥    
   +       
            
  {
Almost – but not quite – because the sprint that this tale takes to a be     "  
     Walls  

Toledo Science Center... continued from page 6
* ^+]^
         ^ ^ *                
*             
        
+ '  +           
 
REMINDER: Lucas County Kids Get FREE Film & Admission on Saturdays this Summer
'   +                    
<                 
7   {
and under every Saturday through September 6, 2021.\
     
uncharted waters in
~_    
inspired by the un   
intelligence of man’s
    +  \  < 
   \ 
  
long.
All kids must be
accompanied by an
adult. Limit two kids
per one adult admission.
'   +       cal layer of science
    ing as an educational
    
schools and parents.
It’s with a thoughtful
 *  *     
and excitement that
'   +   
   
pursue +]^ 
in Northwest Ohio.
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MANAGER OF ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT

PARK SERVICE/PART TIME

Metroparks Toledo is looking for a qualified individual for a Manager
              
in business administration or related work experience. Moderate
level of experience in business development or sales. Full-time with
benefits. Go to www.MetroparksToledo.com/careers to review job
description and apply. Applicants must submit an online application
and resume. EOE

Metroparks Toledo is looking for a qualified individual for Park Service Ranger. High School Diploma and Current Ohio Peace Officer
Certification required. Must be 21 years of age. Part-time. $14.96/hr.
Go to www.MetroparksToledo.com/careers to review job description
and apply. EOE
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PROJECTS SPECIALIST
The Lucas County Land Bank is a non-profit organization working
  
                
founding, the Land Bank has renovated 750 vacant properties, demolished thousands of blighted buildings, and improved the lives of
countless individuals by improving their neighborhoods.
We are seeking a talented individual to join our diverse and energetic
team as a Projects Specialist. The Projects Specialist is a profes            
   erty acquisition, ownership, demolition, development, and disposition
projects. This individual assists with the day-to-day management of
 
    ! "    #          
many active projects, and helps to set the strategic direction of the
organization.
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Salary range of $45,000 - $55,000, with excellent benefits including
affordable health, dental, vision, and prescription drug coverage, a
retirement plan with generous employer match, and robust paid time
off.
Position will remain open until filled. To learn more and to apply, visit
https://lucascountylandbank.org/about/jobs
The Lucas County Land Bank is an equal opportunity employer.

NOTICE TO BIDDERS
SEALED PROPOSALS for bidding on LUC Metroparks Toledo Miscellaneous Paving, will be
received; opened; and read aloud at the Metropolitan Park District of the Toledo Area, Fallen
Timbers Field Office, 6101 Fallen Timbers Lane, Maumee, Ohio 43537 Friday, August 20, 2021
at 12:00 p.m. local time.
THE SCOPE OF WORK consists of asphalt resurfacing of select lots and drives within five
Metroparks Toledo locations in Lucas County. General construction includes pavement repairs,
pavement planing, asphalt paving, chip sealing, curb, berm, pavement marking, and topsoil,
seed & mulch. Bidders may obtain copies of plans, specifications, contract documents and
plan-holder’s list through Newfax Corporation, 333 West Woodruff, Toledo, Ohio 43604 between
8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday (check made payable to Newfax Corporation)
or via the Newfax Digital Plan Room at www.newfaxcorp.com. Newfax can be contacted at
419-241-5157 or 800-877-5157. A non-refundable fee of $20 is required for each set of full-size
documents obtained.
For additional information, please contact Jon Zvanovec @
419-360-9184, jon.zvanovec@metroparkstoledo.com.
EACH BIDDER MUST FURNISH either (1) a bond for the full amount of the bid or (2) a certified
check, cashier’s check or irrevocable letter of credit in an amount equal to ten percent (10%) of
the bid with its bid. The successful bidder must furnish a 100 percent (100%) Performance
Bond and a 100 percent (100%) Labor and Materials Bond.

OPERATIONS COORDINATOR
The Lucas County Land Bank is a non-profit organization working
  
                
founding, the Land Bank has renovated 750 vacant properties, demolished thousands of blighted buildings, and improved the lives of
countless individuals by improving their neighborhoods.
We are seeking a talented individual to join our diverse and energetic team as Operations Coordinator. The Operations Coordinator is
a professional that provides regular customer service support, assists
our finance team with bookkeeping and clerical accounting work, and
works to maintain a pleasant, fun, and well-resourced office environment.
Salary range of $35,000 - $45,000, with excellent benefits including
affordable health, dental, vision, and prescription drug coverage, a
retirement plan with generous employer match, and robust paid time
off.
Position will remain open until filled. To learn more and to apply, visit
https://lucascountylandbank.org/about/jobs
The Lucas County Land Bank is an equal opportunity employer.

The bidder must be an Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT) pre-qualified contractor. Prequalification status must be in force at the time of bid, at the time of award, and through the life
of the construction contract.
The Encouraging Diversity, Growth and Equity (EDGE) goal for this project is minimum five
percent (5%).
No bidder may withdraw its bid within thirty (30) days after the actual date of the opening
thereof.
THE BOARD OF PARK COMMISSIONERS OF THE METROPOLITAN PARK DISTRICT OF
THE TOLEDO AREA reserves the right to reject any or all bids, and to waive any informality in
bidding.
By order of the Board of Park Commissioners
METROPOLITAN PARK DISTRICT OF THE TOLEDO AREA
Dave Zenk, Director

Call to place your ad:
419-243-0007
www.TheTruthToledo.com
x

x
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The Small Business Saturday
Sojourner’s Truth Staff
The Small Business Saturday was held on Saturday, July 17 at the beauti- Bowen and several Food Trucks, DJ, Door Prizes and Networking Opportuful Ottawa MetroPark - Liz Pierson Shelter House with local vendors, food nities.
trucks, DJ Steven Wolfe and Live Entertainment by Saxophonist, Michael
Admission is free. For more information contact Carter, event organizer,
Williams on SAX.
   $ @    {¡
Some of the vendors that participated were Deb Cash with Yanbal Products;
Terrie Landry- Cook, Simple D’Vine Boutique; Phenon Phoenix-Bumpus,
Unique Collections; Stephanie Pratt, Dreaming of Pearls; Shaiem Hampton,
Bombaye Bracelets and Accessories; Erica Buchanan, EbTone Acessories;
Staff Works Group and others.
Organizer Donnetta Carter thanked the sponsors: Taylor Automotive Family, Molina Heath Care, The Huntington National Bank, The Sojourner’s
Truth Newspaper, BCAN (Buckeye Community Arts Network) and Claudia’s Natural Food Market and the social media Facebook family and volunteers.
Finally, the next Summer Outdoor Expo for small business owners will
be held on Saturday, August 14, 2021 from 10 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. at the Lucas
County Fairgrounds 1406 Key St. Maumee, OH. That event will include
Live Entertainment by CJ Manning and Company - Accompanied by Marica

Donnetta Carter, Event Organizer and
Doug Hinebaugh aka dougiefresh
Photographer

Deb Cash, Yanbal Products
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Stephanie Pratt, Dreaming of Pearls

Terry Crosby,Taylor Auto Community
Ambassador and Terrie Landry- Cook,
Owner of Simply D’Vine Boutique

Upgrade Your Home with a

NEW METAL ROOF
Guaranteed to Last a Lifetime!
LIMITED TIME OFFER

$

500
+

OFF

TAKE AN ADDITIONAL

10% off

Install for Military, Health
Workers and First Responders

Limited time offer.
Expires 10.1.21

Warranty- Limited Lifetime.
Transferable to 1 subsequent
owner from original purchaser.
Terms and conditions apply.
Hail up to 2.5”, Appearance
of the surface coating beyond
normal wear and tear.

STRONG AS STEEL WITH THE ATTRACTIVE
LOOK OF VARIOUS ROOF STYLES
From Dimensional Shingles to classic styles reminiscent
of Cedar Shake and Spanish Tile, an architectural roofing
system by Erie Metal Roofs can enhance the beauty of your
home while protecting your family and property for a lifetime.

Call today to schedule your

FREE ESTIMATE
Made in
the USA

1-866-534-0812

This is an advertisement placed on behalf of Erie Construction Mid-West, Inc (“Erie”). Offer terms
and conditions may apply and the offer may not be available in your area. Offer expires October
1st 2021. If you call the number provided, you consent to being contacted by telephone, SMS
text message, email, pre-recorded messages by Erie or its affiliates and service providers using
automated technologies notwithstanding if you are on a DO NOT CALL list or register. Please
review our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use on homeservicescompliance.com. All rights reserved.

